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mercedes benz e class wikipedia - the mercedes benz e class is a range of executive cars manufactured by german
automaker mercedes benz in various engine and body configurations produced since 1993 the e class falls midrange in the
mercedes line up and has been marketed worldwide across five generations, mercedes benz w124 wikipedia - w124 is the
mercedes benz internal chassis designation for the 1984 85 to 1995 96 version of the mercedes benz e class as well as the
first generation to be officially referred to as e class, rover p8 and p9 projects the world beaters that never were - the
rover p8 saloon and its mid engined p9 cousin were set to revolutionise the future of their maker however a lengthy
gestation a merger that created british leyland to cause internal rivalries with jaguar and a disastrous crash test saw this
promising saloon consigned to the scrapheap before it was launched
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